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 Everyone around was cheering and applauding. 

They were all happy to watch this interesting event unfold. 

The supervisor went and sat on a chair as he slowly sipped his tea. 

He would occasionally glance at Matthew with a sullen look on his face. 

From what he observed, it seemed like Matthew's intention to recruit 10 masters and doctorate 

graduates here was purely a dream. 

First of all, those who had such qualifications in the medical field rarely needed to look for a job 

themselves. 

Top-tier talents like them would usually have signed with major hospitals, pharmaceutical companies, or 

some research institutions even before they graduate. 

The others could choose to stay in school to continue their studies, or simply become a lecturer 

themselves. 

It was for a fact that there could barely be even 10 masters and doctorate holders in medicine who 

could come to participate in the job fair in the few hours of the early morning. 

Furthermore, there were a few other more famous medicine companies in Eastshire that had set up 

their tables here. 

to actively look for a job, they would definitely go for these companies instead 

was limited job advancement working at such 

only masters 

the supervisor was so confident that he would win the bet.He wanted to 

began about 10 

event for fresh graduates looking for a job to flood the location of 

strolling around the area as they searched for a company that met their personal 

companies, and it was only after they had made up their minds that they would decide the one that they 

pharmaceutical companies on each of Matthew's sides immediately went on their hunt 

wanted to hire 

could almost be considered as Matthew's business 

how much more wanted the two companies were compared to Matthew's, 

their company as 



table's decoration too simple, no one wanted to go and 

in his hand, the supervisor stood off to one 

this for pharmacies like yours.It might probably work out better for you 

after they heard his words, their gazes full of disdain as they 

eyes, Matthew was ridiculous for setting up a 

looking for a hard time by having to 

sit in his chair as though he was patiently waiting for a 
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In fact, James and Helen had brought Lynn out the night before, specifically to get her 2 new sets of 

clothes. 

Her paying extra attention to her make-up and wardrobe was solely for the recruitment fair today. 

It wasn't hard to understand Helen's intention. 

She was aware that their pharmacy wasn't going to garner a lot of graduate’s attention.She wouldn't 

even find it surprising if no one came and inquired anything regarding the recruitment or the company 

itself. 

The best way Helen had thought of was for Lynn to honeytrap people into coming to their table. 

At the very least, they had to let the graduates understand what their company had to offer before they 

could attract anyone. 

Lynn had beautiful, clean features that made it hard for her to not look amazing after changing her 

clothes and dressing up. 

Also, she herself was a fresh graduate.She, in a way, was these graduates’ junior. 

Having such a beautiful and eloquent woman like her give out the flyers had proven to be a useful 

strategy by the time she managed to bring back a few graduates with her. 

After she brought them to Matthew, she immediately let out a smile and introduced"My fellow seniors, 

this is our company's president, President Larson. 

How about we give you a brief introduction of our company and the benefits of working with us?" 

graduates nodded in 

they had started to feel somewhat reluctant when they saw Matthew's 

all masters and doctoral 

who necessarily would go to big pharmaceutical companies, it was impossible for them to go 

for Lynn's sake, they had to get through with this even if 



pretended to pick up 

the table beside started to feel a little restless when he 

if Matthew had managed to hire the graduates that Lynn had brought back with her within such a short 

amount of 

fellas!" he suddenly announced loudly as he 

Godspeed Pharmaceuticals, are the best you can find in Eastshire.Head 

the other side had also started to get people to 

these young adults were slightly older than the usual 

talents that were crucial to their 

to look at each other in 

didn't have time to waste 

they were serious about 

wouldn't possibly go to work in a pharmacy just 

to leave, Matthew suddenly called 

company introduction in front.Please 
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Not only were the young graduates stunned, even the people from the two pharmaceutical companies 

next to Matthew were stupefied. 

They were boasting about how good their staff benefits were, but they couldn't even begin to compare 

to the benefits Matthew's pharmacy offered. 

Seeing their reactions, Lynn smiled and took the chance to explain"Everyone, these are the usual 

benefits our employees get to enjoy. 

Also, your future accommodation will be in Southland, which is a high- end area in Eastshire! Our boss 

has a small western-style building in Southland that is solely for our employees who have received 

higher education. 

You can immediately move in tonight as soon as you sign a contract with our company!" 

Right after she said that, the young graduates couldn't help but talk loudly among themselves. 

They were all very excited to hear that. 

Even though they had good academic qualifications, they would still have to live in a single bedroom 

even if they signed with the best companies. 

Moreover, it would be a single room in a run-down community. 



It was almost unimaginable for them that they could move into a luxurious area like Southland if they 

signed a contract with this unknown pharmacy. 

the most 

afford a house in the area for the rest of their 

to be 

of the graduates blurted 

these benefits real, 

the graduate's voice, Matthew let out 

into your contract with 

be able to sign the contract, President Larson? I have 

stirred, and they wanted to signa contract 

"No problem at all"̃ 

smiled with 

sign now! Lynn, bring 

in no time, and a few people were just about to put down their signatures when 

can't stand looking at this anymore, Mr.Larson.There is a limit in everything.Don't you feel bad lying to a 

bunch 

stopped and looked at 

calmly asked in 

how exactly am I lying 

supervisor jeered 
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A man beside the supervisor also sneered right at this moment. 

"It is better you put your trust in bigger companies or businesses when it comes to contracts.I haven't 

even heard of this pharmacy before! Would you really believe the contract they provided? Young people 

like you have never experienced how dark society can be, which is why you have no idea the kind of 

terrible liars there are in this world.You can never turn your life around once you sign a contract like 

this.It is normal for fresh graduates to focus on the salary and benefits when looking for a job, but you 

can't be blinded by those alone.You have to know that there is a reason behind everything!" 

The faces of the young graduates had turned pale with fright. 

Instead of the excited gazes they were throwing at Matthew just moments ago, they were now looking 

at him like he was some sort of man- eating monster. 



Lynn was trembling all over in anger. 

With her finger pointed at the supervisor, she rebuked "You! This is slander! What makes you think we 

can't give such wages and benefits? Do you even know who our boss is? Giving out this amount of salary 

and benefits doesn't affect them in any way.Our boss is making the building in Southland the staff 

dormitory because it is just idly sitting there.Is it something to be suspicious of for our boss to do it for 

the comfort of his employees? Our boss gives out a salary like this because they appreciate their 

company’s talents.What..what right do you have to make such accusations?!" 

"No one is making any accusations here" the supervisor scoffed. 

accusations! We don't even have to 

crowd around them instantly burst into laughter, and 

Show us prove that the dormitory 

as you can prove that 

graduates were 

to have a building in Southland! Lynn was starting to panic as she tried to think of a way to prove that 

she wasn't lying.She wondered if she had to bring them 

smirk stayed plastered on the supervisor's face as he looked at Matthew 

a swindler, and because of that, not only would he expose Matthew's deception today, he would also try 

his best to embarrass Matthew! 

of their commotion, a few people could 

the pack was Ramsey himself.He had a few people following after him, and anyone could tell at a 

Ramsey ran over in a hurry, his face immediately changed into one of 

"Hello, Mr.Larson!" 

bowed at Matthew after he approached Matthew with a wide smile 

threw a confused look at 
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The three people standing there were the presidents from different universities as the opportunity to 

see them on such an occasion was rare. 

Even for the students from the same university, the odds to meet their presidents in person were low. 

However, the presidents were standing in front of them while shooting glances at Matthew with 

admiration. 

Most of the students were thinking about the same thing. 



What is going on right now? Seeing the presidents following behind President Ramsey, Matthew stood 

up and greeted them.He had always thought that the literati were respectable. 

The presidents responded politely by shaking hands with Matthew. 

None of them was actually acquainted with Matthew, but they had heard about him from President 

Ramsey. 

President Ramsey was an influential man in Eastshire. 

At the same time, he had a lot of business dealings in University Town. 

So, he was acquainted with the three presidents whom he brought along. 

They had also heard from him that even the Ten Greatest Families held Matthew in high regard, so the 

presidents didn't dare disrespect Matthew. 

the exchange of pleasantries, Mrs.Cheryl 

benefits as an employer.I believe that we have the exact talents you are looking 

him, Mr.Zeke seized the opportunity 

according to what I've heard about, there aren't many medical students in 

directed the 

for you to choose 

focus on quality over quantity.As 

Our students also hold the professional knowledge required for the positions: Mr.Zeke made a 

students are the only 

forth, the presidents began to fight for the positions provided by 

opportunities 

giving the best to their students, they turned the 

none of them would relent 

the representative of their schools, they could only hope for the best for 

thinking that if the Ten Greatest Families were also respecting Matthew, 

hire the students, they would have a 

their capability could catch Matthew's eyes, a promotion by the boss could save them from many years 

of 

was generous with 

the day, people were only working hard to earn money, and the 



and over again, showing a hint of their kindness to take care of 
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After having been thrown off by the supervisor's words, the onlookers heckled Matthew. 

When they first saw the presidents showing up together, they couldn't help their curiosity and made 

guesses about Matthew's identity. 

However, their impression of Matthew began to waver after they heard the supervisor's words. 

Maybe the so-called President Larson and President Ramsey are a pair of scammers? they wondered. 

After all, it was hard to imagine that a person had the wealth to become the owner of a whole building 

in Southland. 

The value of the building aside, the policy of restricted purchase alone was enough to limit the amount 

of property Matthew could own in Eastshire. 

Having no clue, the presidents turned their heads to each other for an answer. 

what the supervisor was trying to imply, the presidents 

was a businessman with a reputation since he had been doing business in 

back, Mrs.Cheryl directed her anger at 

him to prove? How could he do that? You're 

only introducing the students to President Larson 

can keep his promise.Besides, even if some of the employees are not living in Southland, I can say that 

President Larson will still provide 

he didn't quite believe that Matthew could own a whole building in Southland without some effort.So, 

he was being blunt with his opinion on the matter of accommodation to give Matthew an 

the supervisor was surprised to see the presidents still defending Matthew 

the outcome, he raised 

provide accommodation for the employees in Southland.If he can't fulfill the promise, why should you 

place the students’ future in his hands? Do you even know him? Do you know how his company 

operates? Do you know what the benefits are? You don't even know if he owns a property in Southland, 

so 

three presidents were dumbfounded by 

couldn't talk back, they all turned to President Ramsey 

wasn't happy with the way things had 

Matthew, he sought help from the 



he could work under Matthew, then Matthew's reputation could help to rapidly increase his own 

influence in 
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The supervisor stared at President Ramsey in confusion. 

At this moment, he began to panic as he was digesting President Ramsey's words and wondered what 

had emboldened President Ramsey to say such words without fearing the consequences. 

However, as he tried to think calmly, he remembered that the chairman of Godspeed Pharmaceuticals 

was known as one of the successful entrepreneurs in Eastshire and someone whom nobody could boss 

around. 

The thought set his mind at peace and the supervisor said through gritted teeth, "You have quite the 

nerve to humiliate the chairman! Just you wait! We aren't going to let you off that easily!" 

President Ramsey didn't bother to say anything to the supervisor as he was repeatedly apologizing to 

Matthew. 

Matthew was sitting there silently.He sipped his tea leisurely as if nothing could bother him, while the 

young men in front of him were still making up their minds. 

The supervisor managed to create some doubts in their mind. 

However, the presidents were standing in a different stance from the supervisor. 

Their opposite stances only added to the difficulty that the young men were facing. 

Meanwhile, Mrs.Cheryl spoke as she was frustrated to see their hesitation. 

"Are you not in your right mind? Stop waiting and sign the contract! Or do you want more competition? 

Do you think you hold a chance against the top students?" 

young men looked at each other and 

the young men came back to his senses first and quickly signed his 

same university as Mrs.Cheryl, 

the young men were hesitant, but they signed 

like his peers because 

observed everything and made 

the 

a gesture and Lynn took the hint as she walked 

the contract, the young man pressed his hands on it 

some 

wasn't enough to mediate the 



one left who hasn't signed.It shows that you don't trust 

snatched the contract from the young man 

the outcome, the young man stood 

came into his mind, and he could feel that he failed to grasp the once-in-a-lifetime golden opportunity 

and the sound of 

the source of the noise as a Maybach 

supervisor's face lightened up as if 

"Here comes the chairman!" 

turned to President 

jerk! I'm not going to let you 

a man who looked like he was in his fifties 
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Seeing that Adam's attitude had changed, the supervisor paled at the scene. 

Does Chairman Godspeed know the so-called President Ramsey? Moreover, he is being respectful to 

President Ramsey. 

What is going on? Many thoughts were running through the supervisor's mind at this moment. 

Adam was a well-known businessman in Eastshire, considering that he was always having drinks with 

local magnates from time to time. 

The supervisor had never seen Adam being this respectful to anyone else other than President Ramsey, 

Just then, he could feel his mood take a turn for the worse as the idea of having made a fatal mistake in 

his career came to him. 

Before steering his attention back to Adam, Joel took one last glance at the supervisor, and then he 

asked coldly, "Adam, do you know the man over there?" 

Afraid that any delay would further anger him, Adam answered immediately, "Yes, he is from the 

Human Resources Department.Joel, has he done something to offend you? If so, you can tell me.I-I will 

teach him a lesson!" 

Joel dismissed his attempt with a cold tone. 

that, but I'm asking for two favors from 

his head to make himself 

I'm listening.I will make sure to overcome even the most extreme danger to help you with the requests" 

the property to Mr.Larson recently.However, your employee 



a gift to you from me, President Carter, and some of the others.We were 

sent a ripple through 

were shocked to realize Matthew was 

and they were later relieved to learn that Matthew could keep his promise to provide staff quarters in 

incoherent and asked in desperation, "H-How is it possible? There is a policy 

buy them himself.We gave it to him during the early stages of building the city.At the beginning, a few 

presidents and I invested in real estate in Southland.However, we were struggling with a severe cash 

flow problem 

the owner of a whole building after 

at a loss for words.I've messed up big time! Joel squinted at the 

still having 

of the supervisor 

was hearing the story from 

hearing the story from the chairman himself was 
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Feeling desperate, the supervisor threw his arms around Adam's leg and pleaded, "Chairman Godspeed! 

Please don't fire me! Can't you see lam dedicated to my responsibility? You can't neglect all of my hard 

work! Please don't fire me on someone else's behalf. 

Can't you see you are going to disappoint the staff if you fire me?" 

With a hard, cold look, Adam ordered, "Shut up.Do you think I am unaware of what you have done 

behind my back? If you know what's good for you, you will pack your stuff and get out of the 

company.Otherwise, you will have imprisonment waiting for you because I have solid evidence to put 

you behind the bars" 

The supervisor's lips trembled as he had lost the guts to say anything. 

Looking back on his days as the vice supervisor of the Human Resources Department, he had done many 

shady things. 

For instance, when he was dealing with personnel issues, he would abuse his position to gain advantage 

over others. 

Besides, he had either pressured or coerced the female employees in the company to remain silent 

about his harassment. 

reasons.He was arrogant 

had met, he mocked Matthew like he 



that the shabby-looking and little-known pharmacy owner standing before him would 

always thought Adam Godspeed was the most influential man in Eastshire, but Adam didn't dare 

disobey Joel's 

humble and speak softly, like a lapdog 

were beyond his imagination, 

was shocked 

the pharmaceutical industry of Eastshire like Adam Godspeed 

his statements, the crowd was rest assured and 

a staff quarter 

had succeeded to sign the contracts just 

to sign it, so they 

various benefits of the job were all 

sign the contract until the 

on his doubts, he would have 
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The incident attracted everyone's attention to Matthew immediately. 

The once quiet spot in the recruitment fair was soon crowded with students who were interested. 

Even though the job post stated that the applicants were required to possess a master's degree or a 

doctorate degree, there were undergraduates who weren't deterred by the statement and tried their 

luck at the booth anyway. 

Lynn and Matthew were having a hard time attending to the countless inquiries at the same time. 

Seeing the two of them having a hectic time, Joel called his men over to help them handle the reception. 

As for Joel himself, he didn't leave himself out and helped with the organization, which showed more of 

his attentiveness than Matthew. 

Meanwhile, the university presidents had made a call to their students to try their luck with the 

recruitment. 

After a while, the top medical students from each university began to gather at the booth. 

Before this, many companies had reached out to the top students in advance due to their excellent 

performances, and they were provided with plenty of choices. 

soon as they learned what 

out to 



students had heard their university presidents explain, they didn't 

the presidents, Matthew Larson was 

than the 

him, the students believed that even managing a clinic under his name would guarantee a promising 

future for 

presidents based on what they could see as they didn't know 

more capable than 

knew what he was capable of, things probably wouldn't 

could be granted the opportunity to have a 

the candidates who didn't meet the requirements, ten 

as the main staff of 

signed the work 

salary wasn't as high as the degree holders, it was nonetheless a generous amount of 

managed to sign the work contracts were cheering 

who came with Lynn to the fair didn't get to 

the top students had shown up, the chance of him standing out among 

the end, he lost the opportunity as he didn't 

three students who were there from the beginning like him all signed the contracts and were granted a 

work opportunity on 

 


